Full-bore- On the hunt
Small-bore- Moving on

Sept 2020

Like always, if you have any questions, scores, tips or advice, comments,
or have something that you would like to have published in the For Sale /
Wanted section, email me at mprachips@gmail.com
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Big changes coming
As most of you know our air rifle/pistol range on Leola St has closed as the owner of
the property required the building to begin a new phase of construction. A lot of work
has been done by our executive and volunteers to negotiate, shut down and move the
range and locate a new facility. Thank you Murray Sloane and all involved, also Don
Lagimodiere and his company who removed the lights so they can be installed at our
new facility at 920 Nairn Ave. We will let you know when the facility is open.
Now speaking of ranges, I am sure some of you are fans of Youtuber, Bloke on the
Range. He covers everything shooting from milsurp to the latest Tikka Artic rifle our
Rangers use and he does most of it at an amazing range in Europe. In this video he
shoots a Sterling out to 200m but it is the range that is the highlight in the video.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CPqPak9KVHU
Rob Wiebe is still opening up Gateway Gun Club, Monday evenings for all members to
shoot 22LR prone. To get on his email list, contact him at rwiebe1@mts.net .
Finally to everyone going hunting and I remind you every year, stay safe and
send me a photo of your trophy, hunting camp or something that might be of interest to
the rest of us. The hunting photos are always a big hit so let’s keep this going. .
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M.P.R.A. Mini Palma
This past August Bruce Macdonald organized a scaled down Palma shoot at the M.W.F.
range by Portage La Prairie that was shot with 22LR. Thanks to Murray Sloane for these
results.
Just a quick note to thank you all for coming out to the first ever MPRA Mini-Palma Match. I
hope everyone had a good time and will consider attending the next one, whenever that may
be. I thought it was a really fun day of .22LR shooting at the Portage Wildlife Club Range. The
weather was great!
In honour of the organizer, Match Director, Range Officer, and Chief Scoring Officer, I think I’ll
designate this match as the Macdonald Pandemic Mini-Palma Match or the “ MPRA – MPMP”
Match”. Thank you Bruce, for all your work. Thanks go to Michael K. for supplying medals.
Congratulations to the Match winners as well as the Silver and the Bronze medal winners.

Don Mitchell ran away with the first place position in the Target Rifle (TR)
class, winning with a score of 593-24 x out of a possible 600- 60x, ten points
ahead of the second place score of 583-19x (M. Sloane). Ian Mitchell and
Michael Knipping finished only a few points back in the pack in the third and
fourth place position; 576-13 x and 575 – 19x respectively. Don also won the TR
Class, simulated 1000 yard Match fired at 100 yards using a scaled down 1000
yard targets. Great shooting Don!

Jen Suter shooting a scoped Martin rifle for the first time in a competition
and after less than a year of serious practice raced ahead of the second and third
place shooters in the F-Class rifle group; John Toset (using a Tikka) and Ken Closen
(using a slick Izhmash Biathlon rifle) respectively. She won the F-Class rifle
group with a score of 594-30x.

Ken Closen won the F-Class, simulated 1000 yard Match (fired at 100 yards
using a scaled down 1000 yard targets). Congratulations Ken.
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M.P.R.A. 22lr Provincials
Held this past August at the M.W.F.range in Portage la Prairie and organized by Paul Lemire.
Congratulations to the overall winner, Bob Leader.
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Improving The Prone Position
by NRA Staff - Friday, March 27, 2020

More

SUBSCRIBE
Mastering the prone position in rifle shooting doesn't have to be difficult. Here are five tips for
improving your prone position scores. Be sure to try them out one at a time.

Use these tips to help you advance to higher skill levels in competitive rifle shooting.
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Position Review
The first step in improving a position is to compare that position with an ideal position to be
sure it is correct. Have your coach or another person compare your position with the prone
position outlined here. In prone, the most important position features to check are the
following.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Left arm location.
The straight line from the left hand to the left foot.
Position of the feet.
Head position.

Natural Point of Aim
Precise position alignment is especially important in prone. Even though you have aligned your
position on the target, prone results can be improved by doing this still more carefully. Each of
the positions in which a sling is used has a natural point of aim which must be perfectly aligned
on the target. The alignment of the natural point of aim on the target is so important that, in
shooting on multi-bull targets, a slight change in position is necessary when moving from one
aiming bull to the next.
Stock Pressure—more precise vertical changes in position alignment can be made by using
the feet to push the body forward slightly to lower the point of aim, or pull the body back to
raise the point of aim. The left elbow must not move. Horizontal changes are made by pivoting
the body and rifle on the left elbow.

Relax the Left Arm
Prone scores can often be improved by paying special attention to the left arm, making sure it
is fully relaxed. If necessary, adjust the sling and sling swivel so that the sling holds the rifle up
without any help from the muscles of the arm. The fore-end of the rifle should lay across the
heel of the left hand with the fingers relaxed and loose.
The pressure you put on the stock with your shoulder, cheek and high hand makes a
difference in how the rifle recoils while the bullet is traveling through the barrel. (Recoil is the
jump of the rifle after the shot leaves the barrel.) If the pressure changes, recoil will be different
and the place where the shot strikes the target will change. You must keep up the same
pressure on the stock with the shoulder, cheek and right hand for every shot. The amount of
pressure used should be moderate, comfortable and above all, always the same.

Aiming More Carefully
Good prone shooting requires a high degree of precision in everything you do, especially
in aiming. Pay special attention to making your sight picture as perfect as possible before you
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pull the trigger. Take a new breath and start over with a new hold if the sight picture isn't as
perfect as you can make it.

Precise Sight Adjustment
To get the best possible scores, your groups must be centered exactly. This is not always easy
to do when shooting one shot each on multiple bulls. As you shoot, try to decide whether the
center of your shot pattern is in the center of the target and make small sight
adjustments when necessary. Expert shooters do this by making sure each shot is where
they call that shot. You may make several small sight corrections while shooting one 10-shot
target.

Reloading the .22 LR rimfire rifle can also be done while keeping the rifle in the shoulder. This allows faster reloading and
helps to keep the shooter in the same position for an entire series of shots. To reload with the rifle in position, lift the right arm
and reach forward to open the bolt. Put the new cartridge in the chamber and close the bolt. The arm and right elbow are then
returned to position.

Body Position—changing the body position to roll the body more onto the left side, or adding
shoulder pressure on the stock will sometimes improve prone scores. Do this by bending the
right knee and pulling it up higher. Be sure this change really helps you hold steadier before
you decide to use it all the time.
Shooting prone rifle for a little while but looking to improve your position? While steady and
smart practice is the way, here are some things to consider that contributed to large steps
upward in my position development over the years. To me, prone is all about consistency in
the subtle details. Each of the following tips helped me improve upon that goal. Since
everyone’s body is different, your experience may vary. Keep in mind that I am right-handed,
so please reverse my descriptions if you’re left-handed.
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1) Consistency
One of the simplest ways to improve consistency in your prone position is to keep the butt of
your rifle in your shoulder between shots. Every time you remove and replace that rifle, a
small error is made which will affect your next shot in a way you can’t predict. If you can’t reach
to load while keeping both elbows down on the mat, learn to reload by either lifting your trigger
arm up or by leaning over slightly. Keep as much in the same place as possible between
shots.

2) Keep your gear close
Another great way to keep movement and errors to a minimum while you shoot prone is to
place everything you need as close as possible to you. It makes no sense to conduct an
upper back workout during your match, doing a rep every shot as you reach to see through
your spotting scope a foot above or to the left of your head. Place the scope close enough to
your eye that you only need to flick your eyes over or slightly lift or rotate the head to see
through it. Similarly, place your ammo, timer, etc. close enough that even someone with tiny TRex arms could reach them. Unnecessary movement between shots leads to unnecessarily
big groups.

3) Make sure your shooting coat fits
Having a properly fitted coat around the shoulders was one of the most significant
improvements to my prone position. You won’t realize what you’re missing until you correct
this. Unless you have the build of The Incredible Hulk, most off-the-rack coats will not fit your
shoulders! The excess material around the shoulders slips and slides and bunches up in
places. You’ll find your position sagging lower and lower with each shot, your sling slipping
down your arm, and placing the butt of the rifle consistently in the same place nearly
impossible. Your zero will wander and you’ll have unexplained flyers, not to mention the
frustration of a position that is constantly changing in its feel. With a coat that hugs your
shoulders in position, everything stays in place from shot to shot, allowing more consistency
and relaxation. If you can’t afford a custom-fit coat, take your off-the-rack model to a local tailor
or shoe repair shop. Anyone with some tailoring know-how and a heavy duty sewing machine
for canvas or leather can take in the seams for you.

4) Arm and rifle
I took another step forward in my prone shooting when I changed how I thought about the
relationship between my arms and the rifle. For a while, I was placing my sling elbow
directly under my rifle, which resulted in a stretch on the outside of that upper arm. There
wasn’t much pressure to speak of on my other elbow. While shooting, my position would
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continually sag lower and to the left as my arm muscle stretched out. I routinely tightened my
sling during matches to try and compensate, but this was only a band-aid.

Prone position showing the arms in a triangle under the rifle.

Once while at a national competition, I overheard the then-National Rifle Coach explain to
someone how the two forearms should form a triangle with the floor, like a bipod for the rifle.
This triangle need not be equilateral; the sling arm may be more vertical than the trigger arm.
But essentially, all I needed to do was move my left elbow out from under the rifle. After trying
it out, I realized this technique did not stretch my arm and relied purely on bone structure for
support—meaning my arm no longer stretched or sagged as I shot my match. My other elbow
now has more pressure on the mat as well, which means a more durable position with recoil
for me.

5) Sling rotation
Many people are aware that the sling can be placed at a variety of heights on the arm to find a
comfortable place with a minimum of heartbeat. This is most commonly just above the bicep,
but sometimes elsewhere. Another factor to consider: the rotation of the sling on the
arm. This will affect how the pressure distributes itself on your arm (which affects comfort and
heartbeat transmission into the sling) as well as the angle the sling pulls on the rifle. For
example, when I rotate the sling toward the inside of my arm, I feel the rifle being pulled a bit to
the right, into my right shoulder, reinforcing the bipod concept of my two arms (see the photo at
the top of this article). When I rotate the sling toward the outside of my arm, it tends to pull the
rifle to the left, which results in a point of aim that wants to drift to the left. You may find
something different, or prefer a straight, or neutral, sling. A good sling keeper on your shooting
coat will hold the sling consistently at the height and rotation you desire as you shoot.
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If you haven’t considered one or more of these ideas, I encourage you to give them a try and
see if you observe an improvement to your position!
Although the tips listed here are for the prone shooting position, they are really hints that can
be used to improve your shooting in all positions. To take full advantage of these ideas, be
sure to make them part of your methods for all your rifle shooting.
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In 1992 I was watching Sharon Bowes at the US World Cup near Los
Angeles. What a performance! She was shooting the standing portion of
the 3-position match, and she was shooting very well. She fired the last
of the 20 record shots, put the rifle down and came back behind the
firing line where I was standing and watching. Her eyes were shining.
There was a glow about her, one that seemed to come from deep inside.
Her motions were fluid. Her voice was smooth, energized and intense,
unusually deep and eerily calm.
“That,” she said, “is how it’s supposed to be done. It was like it was in
slow motion but not slow. The target was clear and right at the front
sight. Every shot just happened; I don’t remember shooting any of them.
They just kept going in the middle, time after time after time. It was like
I couldn’t do anything wrong.”
Later, she couldn’t recall the conversation. She could remember going
back behind the firing line to talk to me, but couldn’t remember a single
phrase...not even the subject we had discussed. It was as though it were
another person who had been there with me, savoring the moment.
That string of standing shots was a personal best for Sharon in
competition, and it was the best standing fired on the range that day.
All good shots are fired subconsciously. I was lucky enough to catch a
glimpse of Sharon when her subconscious was dominant. It was
beautiful. The ‘feeling’ that she had is the thing that keeps most shooters
coming back to train and to compete… just one more chance to feel that
marvelous feeling one more time. The chapter on ‘the zone’ explores
this phenomenon and the chapters following (all the tools) tell you how
to attain that beautiful state anytime, anywhere, whenever you want.
Linda K. Miller and Keith A. Cunningham, Secrets of Mental
Marksmanship
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